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Seward Park’s Sword Fern 
Die-off

Tim Billo, Kramer Canup, Tristan O’Mara



Fragmentation and species introductions



Possible additional effects of climate change

Weed et al. 2013

Interaction of 
abiotic and biotic
stressors
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The Forest

● 303 acres, 120 acres old growth.

● Largest stand of old-growth forest in Seattle 

with legacy trees over 500 years old. 

● Dominated by Douglas fir. 

● Home to populations of: Douglas squirrel, 

mountain beaver, and ensatina salamanders. 

● No banana slugs or coyotes. 

Ensatina salamander. Photo by Kramer Canup

(Friends of Seward Park)
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Background on the Issue 

In 2013, Catherine Alexander, citizen 

naturalist, notices that Sword Ferns dying 

on the south side of the Hatchery Trail.

Location of “Ground Zero”

Original mapping of “Ground Zero”
Map by Paul Shannon and Nelson Salisbury
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Ground Zero before the 
die-off was noticed.

Photo by Tim Billo
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“Ground Zero” 
October 2016

Photo by Tim Billo
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“Ground Zero” 
before the die-off 
was noticed.

Photo by Tim Billo
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“Ground Zero” 
October 2016

Photo by Tim Billo
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“Ground Zero” November  
2015.

Photo by Tim Billo
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Examples of Healthy and Brown Foliage

Photos by Tristan O’Mara



Why do we care about sword ferns?

Provides habitat

Influences soil erosion

Ecological Filtering

Aesthetically pleasing 

George et. al 1999

“Ground zero”; October 2016. Photo by Tim Billo



Research Questions

● Is the area of die-off spreading or slowly recovering?

○ What percent of ferns are affected or dead, and is this changing?

● How do individual ferns change over time?

○ Do some ferns gain or lose fronds over time?

○ How many ferns are dying?

● What is causing the die off?

○ Fungus, pathogens, drought, animal disturbance, soil nutrients/chemical 

composition of soil.
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Experimental Design and Monitoring

● 20 3x3 meter plots randomly selected from within and 

around the boundary of the 2015 mapped die-off polygon.

● Identified and tagged each individual fern from every plot.

● Surveyed in November 2015, May 2016 and October 2016.

Locations of our plots
Photo by Tim Billo

Photo by Tim Billo
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Experimental Design and Monitoring

● Counted the number of live 

fronds on each individual 

fern.

● Estimated the % brown on the 

foliage of each fern.

● Categorized each fern as 

living if they had any amount 

of green coloration at all.
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Mapping the Die-off Boundary

● Originally mapped by Paul Shannon 

and Nelson Salisbury in Sept. 2015

● 50% of the individual ferns in a given 

area exhibited at least 30% dead 

fronds.

● Took many gps points and used 

smoothing function to make polygon.
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Results

● Re-surveyed boundary October 2016

● 5.7 acres in September of 2015

● 11 acres in October of 2016

● 100% increase in acres affected by the die-off

Map by  Nelson Salisbury 

and Paul Shannon



Change in the average number of live fronds 
per fern

●November 2015- May 2016 :17% decrease in the Average # of fronds per fern

●November 2015- October 2016: 47% decrease in the Average # of fronds per fern.

F(2,357) = 9.51, p < .001
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Change in the percentage of dead ferns 
across all plots, November 2015 - October 

2016 (n=120)

3 % dead                               33% dead
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Percent of ferns with net gain or net loss of fern 
fronds at each resurvey (n = 120)
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Percent of plots with net gain or net loss of fern 
fronds at each resurvey (n = 19)

May 2016,  Blue = gained
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Discussion

● Sampled ~1% of the original 5.7 acre die-off.

● The die-off area is increasing in severity and 

expanding at an alarming rate. 

○ Doubled in size in 1 year from 5.7 to 11 acres.

○ 39 of 120 ferns died in 1 year (32.5%)

● No culprit for the die-off has been identified.

○ Research on causes needed.
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Current Causal Hypotheses

1) Harmful fungal or soil pathogens that have not yet been detected.

a) Testing so far has been negative

b) New testing underway with WSU Extension

2) Mountain Beaver herbivory

3) Combination of the above, plus other factors?

a) Drought (summer of 2015)

b) Soil nutrients and moisture

c) Canopy cover

d) Soil arthropods
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Plant Pathogen Hypothesis 

1) 2011 western redcedar bareroot plantings at 

“ground zero” are dead

a) Pathogen could have been introduced to 

the park in 2011 through plantings.

b) Elliott (Unpubl. data): 25% of native 

restoration nursery stock infected with 

Phytophthora (consistent with downhill 

expansion of die-off)

c) PCR based diagnostic testing underway 

with WSU Plant Pathology Lab.
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Phytophthora = Plant Destroyer 

Oomycete: Water molds
Zoospore/oospore stages

Thrives in wet soil (overwatered nursery pots), attack roots

Hundreds of native and non-native species. (most benign)

Responsible for tanoak die-off, Port Orford cedar die-off, agricultural pests

Some species tolerant of drought, or kill drought-stressed hosts 

Will become bigger problem with climate change--western Washington has ideal 
conditions

Warmer and increasingly wet winters. 

Information from: Hansen 2008
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Mountain Beaver (Aplodontia rufa)

1) Abundant dens and herbivory on ferns

2)Eat the above and below ground parts of the ferns (WDFW). 

3)Lack of top down predatory pressures on population.

4)High abundance of prime habitat (WDFW).

5)Must drink ⅓ of their body weight in water each day (WDFW).

a) Planning 10 exclosure plots this winter to test herbivory.

i) Adjacent to current monitoring plots as controls. 

ii) Mtn. beavers also eat underground parts of ferns and burrow up to 

10ft deep. 

b) Survey park for mountain beaver den abundance and density relative to 

fern die-off.
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Flagging removed by 
beavers.
Photo by Kramer Canup

Freshly cut fronds lie at the 
entrance to a beaver den.

Photo by Kramer Canup

Mountain Beaver 

(Aplodontia rufa)
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Patches of older fern die-off events: Evidence of previous 
beaver population booms?
Photo by Tim Billo
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Summary of upcoming research priorities

● Continue and expand monitoring.
○ Include abiotic factors such as soil nutrients, texture, moisture, slope, 

aspect, canopy closure 

● Phytophthora detection and mitigation (Collaboration with WSU).

● Experimental restoration plots. 

● Mountain beaver exclosure experiment. 
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Future Recommendations
● Need for citizen monitoring across all city parks.

○ Repeat photos or plot data

○ Start before problems arise

● Need for more collaboration among Seattle universities, citizen scientists, and Seattle Parks.

○ Need for a central data repository.

○ Established plots and periodic inventory

■ Forestry intern program?

● Need for more experimental restoration

○ Follow-up monitoring/best practices

● Money!
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Appendix: Additional Results

November 2015- October 2016

●47% decrease in the Average # of 

fronds per fern.

●46% decrease in the Total # of fronds.       

(1271 fronds lost)

●30 entirely dead ferns.

Average # 

fronds per fern

Total # of 

fronds

Total # of 

dead ferns

Average % brown 

foliage per fern

Fall 2015 22.64166667 2717 0 26.77235772

Spring 

2016 18.72727273 2266 6 30.65289256

Fall 2016 12 1476 30 42.16528926

November 2015- May 2016

●17% decrease in the Average # of fronds 

per fern.

●16% decrease in the Total # of fronds per 

fern. (451 fronds lost)

●6 entirely dead ferns.


